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RESOLUTION

LAGOS, J.:

This resolves the accused's Motion to Dismiss.' The prosecution
filed its Opoosltion? The accused filed his Reply.3

In his motion, the accused argues that there was inordinate and
oppressive delay in the preliminary investigation and the filing of the
Informations in these cases. He claims that that there has been a delay
of over seven (7) years in the conduct of preliminary investigation and
eventual filing of the Informations.

He says that the Ombudsman's Field Investigation Office (FIO)
filed the complaint, based on documents supplied by the Land Bank of
the Philippines (LBP) and the Anti-Money Laundering Council (AMLC),
on 16 February 2009. The Office of the Deputy Ombudsman for Luzon
(OMB Luzon) issued orders dated 20 April 2010 and 2 July 2010,

*Sitting as Special Member, per Administrative Order No. 345-2017 dated 5 October 2017.
1 Dated 8 September 2017.
2 Dated 6 October 2017.
3 Dated 18 October 2017.
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directing the accused to file his counter-affidavit. He claims that the
Office of the Ombudsman could have easily resolved the complaint
then even without his counter-affidavit and thereafter file the
Informations. But the Informations in these cases were filed only on 14
March 2016. Thus, the accused surmises that there has been a total
delay of more than seven (7) years.

In its opposition, the prosecution points out that the right to
speedy disposition of cases is a relative and flexible concept, and it
requires the consideration of four factors. Applying its cited doctrinal
rules, the prosecution claims that there is no inordinate delay in this
case.

The prosecution first corrects the accused and said that the FIO
complaint was actually filed on 24 February 2009. It then explained that
following the issuance of the two orders/subpoena, which were
unserved, the OMB-Luzon issued a tracer dated 8 November 2011
directing the PNP Antipolo to report on the service of these
orders/subpoena. But they did not receive any report on this matter.

The prosecution further explained that on 27 February 2013, a
proposed resolution with Information was submitted to Ombudsman
Carpio-Morales. On 6 November 2015, said resolution was approved
by Overall Deputy Ombudsman (000) Carandang.

Another review of the Infromations was conducted by the Office
of the Special Prosecutor (OSP), to assess which cases would stand
the rigors of trial. This was approved by 000 Carandang on 3 March
2016. The Informations in these cases were then filed on 14 March
2016.

The prosecution also points out that the accused was at-large,
which led this Court to archive this case. The Office of the Ombudsman
expended resources to effect the arrest of the accused.

It then argues that there appears to be no prejudice to accused
caused by the length of time it took to terminate the preliminary
investigation.

In his reply, the accused contends that the case does not involve
complicated issues and that fact that he was at large is immaterial and
irrelevant to his claim of inordinate delay. He says that he was not able
to immediately post bail because he had to secure funds therefor.

DISCUSSION and RULING

The motion lacks merit. ;
- t·
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As correctly stated by the prosecution, the assessment of
whether one's right to speedy disposition of cases has been violated
requires the examination of four factors, which collectively comprises
the so-called balancing test. In Coscollue/a v. Sandiganbayan,4 the
Supreme Court discussed this test:

It must be noted, however, that the right to speedy disposition
of cases should be understood to be a relative or flexible concept
such that a mere mathematical reckoning of the time involved would
not be sufficient. Jurisprudence dictates that the right is deemed
violated only when the proceedings are attended by vexatious,
capricious, and oppressive delays; or when unjustified
postponements of the trial are asked for and secured; or even without
cause or justifiable motive, a long period of time is allowed to elapse
without the party having his case tried.

Hence, in the determination of whether the defendant has
been denied his right to a speedy disposition of a case, the following
factors may be considered and balanced: (1) the length of delay; (2)
the reasons for the delay; (3) the assertion or failure to assert such
right by the accused; and (4) the prejudice caused by the delay.

In Remulla v. Sandiganbayan,5 the Supreme Court explained
how these factors should be appreciated:

Accordingly, both sets of cases only show that "[a] balancing
test of applying societal interests and the rights of the accused
necessarily compels the court to approach speedy trial cases on an
ad hoc basis." To reiterate, none of the factors in the balancing test
is either a necessary or sufficient condition; they are related and must
be considered together with other relevant circumstances. xxx xxx
xxx

The accused's discussion of the alleged violation of his right to
speedy disposition of cases does not convince the Court. He only
points out the time period spent to conduct the preliminary investigation
of these cases and to file the corresponding Informations. There is no
mention of the second and third factors which should be considered.
And there is just a cursory mention of the claimed prejudice, which
prejudice is not particularly identified, much less substantiated.

Not every delay constitutes a violation of a person's right to
speedy disposition of cases to warrant the dismissal of cases. This is
why the balancing. test is used to properly assess the right of the
accused and that of the State. The circumstances of every case must
be examined.

4 G.R. No. 191411 & 191871,15 July 2013
5 G.R. No. 218040, 17 April 2017
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While it appears that there is some delay in the Office of the
Ombudsman's handling of this case, such delay does not warrant the
curtailment of the State's correlative right to prosecute persons
accused of offenses.

Anent the reason for the delay, the prosecution has presented
events in the timeline of these cases which show that the Office of the
Ombudsman actually performed the required preliminary investigation
and that it even sought out the side of the accused.

A review of the records of these cases shows that they are
somewhat complex. They involve a number of documents and that
they concern a variety of the accused's alleged properties, which
include monies, shares of stocks and property interests.

As regards the third factor, while it is true that an accused has no
duty to bring himself to trial, this does not mean that his actions should
not be considered.

The accused acknowledges that the OMB-Luzon issued orders
directing him to file his counter-affidavit. The records show that he did
not file such counter-affidavit.

After the filing of these cases, the accused appeared through
counsel and moved for the quashal of the Informations in this cases.
His motion to quash was denied by the Court." He moved for
reconsideration, but this was also denied."

Considering that he previously filed a motion to quash, it is
undeniable that the accused had knowledge of the pendency of these
cases. Yet, for over a year, he did not voluntarily surrender and post
bail in these cases. He continued to dodge from the Court's jurisdiction
over his person. These cases were archived and the Office of the
Ombudsman had to help the Court to secure the arrest of the accused.
And he asserts his right to speedy disposition only now, after he has
been arrested and these cases were revived.

The accused claims that his failure to immediately post bail was
due to a lack of funds to do so. But he had remedies under the rules
and he could even have asked the Court for a reduction of bail.
Moreover, this lack of capacity to post bail is belied by the fact that
when he was arrested on 16 August 2017 at 8:50 p.m., he was able to
immediately post bail in the Regional Trial Court of Antipolo City on 17
August 2017.8

6 See Resolution dated 27 June 2016; Records, pp. 216-226.
7 See Resolution dated 7 September 2016; Records, pp. 235-237.
8 See Records, pp. 264-271.
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Even if these actuations are after the conduct of preliminary
investigation, they are relevant to properly gauge the third factor of the
balancing test as against the accused.

All these show that the accused did not actively assert his right
to speedy disposition of cases. The accused's actions collectively
show a tendency to evade processes. The Court does not see these
as actions of someone who intends to protect his own rights. He only
appeared through counsel to try have these cases dismissed. After
failing to do so, he did not immediately assert his right to speedy
disposition of cases. Thus, the third factor in the balancing test could
not be appreciated in favor of the accused.

As regards the prejudice caused to the accused, the accused
has not even identified what specific prejudice was caused to him or
how. it was caused by the time period to conduct and terminate the
preliminary investigation. There is clearly no substantiation of the
alleged prejudice caused to him.

In Corpuz v. Sandiganbayan,9 the Supreme Court said:

x x x Prejudice should be assessed in the light of the interest of the
defendant that the speedy trial was designed to protect, namely: to
prevent oppressive pre-trial incarceration; to minimize anxiety and
concerns of the accused to trial; and to limit the possibility that his
defense will be impaired. Of these, the most serious is the last,
because the inability of a defendant adequately to prepare his case
skews the fairness of the entire system. There is also prejudice if the
defense witnesses are unable to recall accurately the events of the
distant past. Even if the accused is not imprisoned prior to trial, he is
still disadvantaged by restraints on his liberty and by living under a .
cloud of anxiety, suspicion and often, hostility. His financial
resources may be drained, his association is curtailed, and he is
subjected to public obloquy.

The accused's actions, as discussed above, specifically his
failure to surrender, are not actions of someone who has been
prejudiced by delay. By failing to voluntarily and personally appear
before the Court for over a year, despite knowing the pendency of
these cases, he clearly did not labor under any prejudice or even a
threat of prejudice. By his own actions, he actually caused more delay
in the eventual resolution of these cases. If he had been truly
prejudiced, he should have not caused further delay, which could
aggravate whatever prejudice he suffered.

After assessing the factors of the balancing test, the Court does
not agree that the accused's right to speedy disposition of cases has
been violated to warrant the dismissal of these cases.

9 G.R. No. 162214, 11 November 2004
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The circumstances of these cases show that while there may
have been some delay in the Office of the Ombudsman's conduct of
the preliminary investigation, it is clear that the State has exerted
considerable effort and expended resources to pursue the prosecution
of the accused for the offenses he is alleged to have committed.

On the other hand, the accused has not concretely shown that
his right to speedy disposition of cases was violated. He did not even
show any assertion of his right or how he was prejudiced. The fact that
he did not voluntarily surrender to this Court, even after more than one
year after knowing about these cases, also militates heavily against his
current invocation of violation of his right to speedy disposition of
cases.

WHEREFORE, the motion is hereby DENIED for lack of merit.
The accused's arraignment and the pre-trial of these cases are set on
17 November 2017 at 8:30 in the morning.

SO ORDERED.

~~LAGOS
Associate Justice

Chairperson

WE CONCUR:

LORIF~. PAHIMNA
Associat ustice
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